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RA-DI-O.com

We have reconsidered

the very concept of «Radio».

We have made it convenient, understandable

and useful for every person in the world.

About the project

The project is a decentralized platform combining all radio stations in the Internet and 

providing opportunity for every user to create his own radio broadcast without skills in 

programming and knowledge in the field of organizing one's own radio. 

The implemented functionality will allow millions of people to share experience, 

resources, opportunities, knowledge by creating their own radio broadcasts and 

receive real value for this which is expressed in digital tokens of the system that are 

easily convertible into other types of digital property and common currencies. 

The platform will be as simple as it can and understandable in usage even for those 

who are not familiar with the world of blockchain technologies. 

Web and mobile applications are used as users interaction interfaces. 

All audio files will be stored forever at the creator's will!

It is envisaged to ensure safe storage of significant volume of files and data by using 

decentralized file system IPFS (breakthrough technology of the 21st century).

Music is an inseparable part of our life. Now it is free, everywhere and always!

Together with us everyone will be able to create his own radio broadcast

without no technical skills at all. 

It's time for personalization, create a brand of your name!



History of radio begins with the first radio receiver created in 1895. The scientists 
designed an instrument which, in his words, «replaced electromagnetic feelings that 
human lacked»

More than 100 years have passed since the moment when the first radio was created! 
Today is the right time to reconsider it.

After electricity had been discovered it was used as «postman» who delivered 
information in a blink of an eye. They learned how to transfer by wires electrical signals 
that carried telegrams and live human speech. 
This was a victory over space!

At first people transmitted speech bypassing space. 
At the same time own culture and music was formed in various corners of the world. 
People started sharing music and their own culture over radio, it became a connecting 
link between cultures and people in different parts of the world. 

Now radio can be a tool of esthetic and ethic engineering of personality as a whole.

 Reasonably high psychological impact of radio broadcast upon a person is related to 
the fact that it is primarily oriented to aural, audio perception of information. 

As a whole radio is based on human imagination. 

It is capable of governing conscience via associative emotions. At the same time it 
seems that lack of visual expression of radio broadcast can be its positive feature and 
not its disadvantage. 

This is related to the fact that radio makes human think, imagine, dream and assume. It 
is for this simple reason that radio broadcast is more intellectual in comparison with 
television.
Nowadays in the times of Internet everyone who has computer or telephone
should be given an opportunity to broadcast.
Modern technologies must unite people and give possibility
to everyone to say and to share what he wants.

Introduction 



FM used to be and still is inaccessible for common person, whereas Internet must 
solve this problem and the complexity in arranging radio broadcast for common user 
must be eliminated!

In spite that the role of television, Internet, other computer technologies in the modern 
world increases drastically, radio broadcast remains an inseparable part of informing, 
entertainment, tools of emotional-psychological impact upon personality as a whole.

Radio possesses features of mass-scale medium, inclusiveness and ease of access, it 
informs people, saturating them with new knowledge. 

Radio broadcast is done via FM radio waves. In this format we receive limited number 
of radio stations. Internet has expanded these opportunities, many radio stations have 
started to broadcast in the Internet. 

But it is extremely difficult to enter the market with FM-project due to over-saturation of 
the range, high competition, high price of the frequency itself and arranging broadcast 
as a whole (signal transmission, technical sustenance in FM-range, rent of office, etc.) 

Audience of FM-radio stations grows older, young people watch and listen everything 
in the Internet and via applications more and more often. 

It is doubtful that FM-range will keep its positions and popularity: only federal state 
radio stations will broadcast in it.

Central management of broadcasts interdicts many radio stations to broadcast in one 
or another country.

Till recent times there has been no tools for simple organization of audio and video 
streaming, however, the newly emerged technologies have literally given us free 
hands.

Overview of the problem



1.3 Mission and advantages of the project  

ra-di-o.com gives an opportunity to every person to express his opinion, to receive 

feedback, share his knowledge over the entire world and to store them forever without 

possessing any technical skills! 

By using modern technologies and decentralization we can ensure freedom of speech 

and to give opportunity to monetize our own brand!



The time for personalization has come! Make your name a brand!

We live in an epoch when people started trusting other people more than some 

advertisement. We create this project to give people a tool each of us can use to create 

our own personal brand! 

It's time for personalization, radio.com is a site where a person will tell his audience in 

understandable language about things he is professional in.



2.User interface and platform

Simplicity of design, versatility for every person.

Mobile application will recreate precisely web version of radio.

Design is unique, recognizable!



Technologies
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2.2 General introduction of technologies

MODERN AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Based upon 4 technologies. Node.js and Meteor open unlimited opportunities of the 

project scalability and speed of its operation. WebRTC opens possibility of voice 

broadcasting as well as connecting video with no server and no installation of 

additional applications directly from your browser! 

IPFS is a distributed file system — it is a content addressable, peer-to-peer hypermedia 

communication protocol. Nodes of IPFS-network form distributed file system. The 

objective of IPFS project is to counteract censorship of any type. IPFS is a project with 

open source code developed by Protocol Labs with the assistance of open-source 

community.

Meteor
Jet JS framework. It is a relatively young platform with open code which 

significantly eases the development of web-applications in real time. The 

code of this framework work over Node.js and Distributed Data Protocol is 

used for communication with the browsers.

Node.js

Node.js is a package including JavaScript V8 engine from Google, 

degree of platform abstraction – libuv library as well as basic library 

that was itself written in JavaScript. 

WebRTC

With WebRTC JavaScript code on user's page controls 

connection parameters (IP-addresses and ports of server 

WebRTC or other WebRTC clients) to bypass NAT and Firewall.

IPFS
The objective of IPFS project is to counteract censorship of any type, 

enhancing free access to information for citizens of the entire world. 

Advocates of this project strongly resist censorship of history, news, free 

thoughts.



2.3 Node.JS

Node.js is a package including JavaScript V8 engine from Google, degree of platform 

abstraction – libuv library as well as basic library that was itself written in JavaScript. 

Besides, it is necessary to remark that Ryan Dal, author of Node.js, strived to create site 

working in real time mode and fitted with push-function under impression from other 

applications such as Gmail. In Node.js he provided programmers with a tool to work with 

a paradigm of non-blocking, event-oriented input/output.

After 20 years of dominating paradigm «web-applications without saving state on the 

basis of communication query-response without saving state» we finally have 

applications with two-way communication in real time. 

Node.js excels in real time applications as it utilizes push-technology via web-sockets. 

What is so revolutionary about it? Well, as was already said, 20 years after using the 

above-mentioned paradigm such two-way applications have emerged where 

communication can be initiated both by the client and by the server and then free data 

exchange can be started. Such technology is in sharp contract with typical paradigm of 

web-responses where communication is always initiated by the client. Besides, all 

technology is based upon open web-stack (HTML, CSS and JS), work is done via 

standard port 80.



It would seem that we have already seen all of this for much more than one year – in 

the form of Flash and Java-applets — but in reality those were just sandboxes that used 

Web as transport protocol to deliver data to the client. Besides, they worked in isolation 

and frequently engaged non-standard ports that could require additional access rights, 

etc. 

At the present time Node.js with consideration of all its advantages plays key role in the 

technological stack of many outstanding companies who depend directly on the 

unique Node features.

Main idea of Node.js: to use non-blocking event-oriented input/output to stay light 

weight and efficient while handling applications that process large volumes of data in 

real time and that function on distributed devices.

Essentially it means that Node.js is not a platform for all occasions that will dominate 

the world of wed-design.

On the contrary, this is a platform for the solution of particular tasks. Node.js is good 

for developing quick scalable network applications as it allows to process 

simultaneously huge number of connections with high throughput performance that is 

equivalent of high scalability.

Peculiarities of Node.js operation «under the hood» are quite interesting. In comparison 

with conventional variants of web-services where each connection (query) creates a 

new stream, loading random access memory and, finally, taking all of this memory, 

Node.js is much more efficient: it works in one single stream, uses non-blocking 

input/output during queries, allows to support tens of thousands of concurrent 

connections (which exits in events cycle).



THREAD WAITING TRADITIONAL

NODE.js

Handles event-based
callback on single thread

Server creates new thread
from limited pool
or waits for
available thread
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There's a simple calculation: let's suppose that each stream may request 2 Mb of 

memory and works in the system with 8 Gb of random access memory. In such case 

we can theoretically count on maximum 4000 concurrent connections plus expenses 

related to switching the context between streams. It is with this scenario we have to 

deal while using conventional web-services. By evading this Node.js can scale up to a 

million of concurrent connections (as experiment to confirm the concept).

One of the best applications for Node.js - chat

Chat is the most typical multi-user application that works in real time. From IRC (there 

used to be such times) which used various open protocols functioning via non-

standard ports we have come to the modern times when everything can be 

implemented in Node.js applying web-sockets that operate via standard port 80. 

Program-chat is a really ideal product for using Node.js: this is a light-weight 

application with high traffic that has intense data processing (however, almost without 

any requirement in computing capacities) working at numerous distributed devices. 

Besides, it is very easy to use for learning as, despite being simple, it embraces most of 

paradigms, which can be required for usage in the typical Node.js application.



How it works

For example, we have one radio stations on the website with a chat where users come 

and exchange messages in the mode «one to many» (actually — «to everyone»), they 

can communicate in real time. Let us suppose that we have three visitors on site and all 

of them can write messages.

At server side we have simple application Express.js that incorporates two things:          

1) queries handler GET '/' that maintains webpage where radio station with messages is 

located as well as 'Send' button that initializes new message entered and 2) web-

sockets server that listens to new messages issued by the web-sockets clients. At 

client's side we have HTML-page where two handlers are set up: one of them listens to 

the events of click on 'Send' button, which picks up the entered message and delivers 

it to web-socket, and another listens to new incoming messages at the client for 

servicing of web-sockets (i.e. messages sent by other clients that the server is going to 

reflect with the help of this special client).

Here is what happens when one of the clients sends a message:

1. Browser picks up the click on 'Send' button with the help of JavaScript-

handler, takes the value from entry field (i.e. message text) and issues a web-socket 

message by using web-sockets client that is connected to our server (this clients is 

initiated together with the webpage).

2. Server component of web-socket connection receives messages and re-

sends it to all other connected clients via broadcast method.

3. All the clients receive new message according to the push principle or with 

the help of web-socket component that is performed on webpage.

 Then they pick up message content and refresh the webpage

 by adding a new entry to the forum.



It is a simplest example. Even more advanced solution is a queue of messages that 

allows to hand routing of messages to the clients and ensures more reliable delivery 

mechanism that allows to compensate temporary connection failures or store 

messages for registered clients while they are offline. But regardless of which 

optimizations you perform Node.js will still act in accordance with the same basic 

principles: react to events, handle multiple concurrent connections, support 

smoothness of users interactions.

USERS SERVER

BROADCAST OVER

WEBSOCKETS

“SEND”



Large volumes of data and visitors

When we receive large volumes of concurrent data the database can become a 

bottleneck. As shown above, Node.js easily handles concurrent connection as such. 

But, as request to database is a blocking operation (in this case) some problems 

emerge for us. The solution is to fix client's behavior prior to real recording of data into 

database.

SERVER

Message
queue

Node.js

ACKNOWLEDGE
IMMEDIATELY, WRITE
LATER

REQUEST

WRITE TO DB,
EVENTUALLY

BROWSER

DATABASE



When using such approach the system's responsiveness is kept under high load. It is 

especially useful if the client does not require confirmation that recording of data was a 

success. Typical examples: logging of recording of data about users activity (user 

tracking) handle according to batch principle and not used afterwards; operations the 

result of which must be reflected instantly (for example, refreshing number of «likes» 

that radio station has).



Data are lined up in queue with the help of special infrastructure for cashing and work 

with queues of messages and handled by separate processor of database designated 

for packages recording or by special services of database interface designed for 

intensive computations.

Node allows to postpone operations of recording into database and continue work in 

such mode as if these records have been completed successfully. 

DATA STREAMING (audio and video)

At more conventional web-platforms HTTP-queries and responses are treated as 

isolated events; but actually they are not streams. This fact can be used in Node.js to 

create some excellent opportunities. For example, you can handle files while they are 

still finishing as data are received in stream and we can work with them in online mode.

INFORMATION PANEL OF PERSONAL ACCOUNT

One more important point to demonstrate where programs for PC dominate but can be 

replaced easily by web-solution working in real-time mode in Node.js – curves of stock 

exchange trading where quotations are traced, calculations and technical analysis are 

performed, curves and charts are drawn. This will be useful for us to arrange personal 

account for operations with the token, its sale and purchase at internal stock exchange 

of the project. 



INFORMATION PANEL FOR SYSTEM TRACKING

Now let us talk about infrastructure aspects. Let's suppose that there is SaaS-provider 

that wishes to offer users a page for services tracking. Having Node.js cycle of events it 

is possible to create powerful web-interface where states of services will be 

asynchronously verified in real time and data will be sent to the client via web-sockets.

Such technology allows to inform about the statuses both about internal (inter-

corporate) and commonly accessible services in real time. Let us develop this idea a bit 

further and try to imagine network operation center that tracks work of our project and 

its financial component in real time! All this works in open web-stack on the basis of 

Node.js and web-sockets and not Java and/or Java-applets.

PANEL FOR MONITORING OF SIE VISITORS 

This is another practical case for which the model «Node+web-sockets are ideally 

suited». Here we trace site visitors and visualize their interactions in real time.

It is possible to collect statistics about the user in real time and even transfer to a 

higher level by complementing the program with target interactions with the visitor by 

opening communication channel as soon as the visitor reaches certain point in your 

funnel.

Imagine how business processes of our projects could be optimized if we could know 

in real time what are our users are doing – as well as visualize their interactions. Two-

way sockets Node.js open such opportunity for you.



Conclusion

Node.js is designated for scaling input/output and it really copes well with it. Our task 

at hand does not presuppose intensive calculations, therefore we can use advantages 

of Node.js to the full extent and enjoy fast and easily scaling web-application.



2.4 Meteor

Meteor – jet JS framework
It is a relatively young platform with open code which significantly eases the 

development of web-applications in real time. The code of this framework work over 

Node.js and Distributed Data Protocol is used for communication with the browsers.

This framework has several distinct advantages.

Jet-fast application!

When a user enters some data into your application he receives feedback instantly 

without the necessity to wait for the server's response!

For example, during editing of his profile at site user changes the content of certain 

field and, after pressing «save» button he instantly receives the result in browser. The 

changed data are stored in the local database (in fact the framework uses two 

databases: one at server's side, one at client's side – directly in the browser), and data 

exchange with the server goes on in background mode. However, if the server still 

declines the query or an error occurs – the user will know about this in the quickest and 

easiest way.

It is worth considering that most of the negative side effects of asynchronous model are 

relieved automatically, what makes development extremely pleasant and convenient.



Distributed Data Protocol

It is a client-server protocol for queries and update of database on server side and for 

refreshment of application on client side. In its operation the protocol uses pattern 

«publisher-subscriber» which is most suitable for the paradigm of the framework. It 

determines dependence of the type «one to many» between the objects in such a way 

that when the state of one object changes, all other objects which depend on it are 

informed about it and updated automatically.

The protocol itself was created primarily for usage in Meteor. It is usually used to 

transfer data and not the finished HTML-code.

Simplicity means efficiency

Meteor performs a lot of things in the background on its own. For instance, Meteor 

automatically synchronizes data between all your users in real time: we will not think 

about it until it is required to add certain rules, for instance, rules that refer to the roles 

of users in the application.

Transparent API.

«Active» clients are the future of the Network.

The reality is such that the tasks for the developer are moving ahead at an alarmingly 

high speed and «active» clients are a logic solution for their execution. User are 

accustomed to jet-quick Twitter or Facebook and they want to see similar conduct of 

applications at other sites. They want to get information immediately, waiting for the 

page to load has become an irritation factor.

Meteor is among the first signs of the future Internet, as the demand

 in the possibility for interact with users in real time will only grow.



2.5 WebRTC

How WebRTC works

At client's side

џ  User opens a page containing HTML5

џ  Browser asks for access to user's web-cam and microphone.

џ  JavaScript code on user's page controls connection parameters (IP-addresses 

and ports of server WebRTC or other WebRTC clients) to bypass NAT and Firewall.

џ  When information about interlocutor or about stream is received with 

conference mixed at the server, the browser starts alignment of audio and video 

codecs used.

џ  The coding process and transfer o stream data start between WebRTC clients 

(in our case between the browser and the server).



At  WebRTC server side

Video server is not required for data exchange between two participants, but if it 

needed to combine several participants in one conference the server is required.

Video server will receive media traffic from various sources, convert it and send to 

users who use WebRTC as terminal.

Also WebRTC server will receive media traffic from WebRTC peers and transfer it to the 

participants of the conference who use applications for desktop computers or mobile 

devices.

Diagram of WebRTC server 

IP camera

RTSP Media Server

RTSP, RTP, H.264, G711

RTSP, RTP, H.264, Vp8, Speex,
G 711, Opus



Advantages of standard

џ � Software installation not required.

џ � Very high connection quality due to using up-to-date video (VP8, H.264) and 

audio codecs (Opus).

џ � Automatic adjustment of stream quality to the conditions of connection.

� Built-in system of echo- and noise suppression.

џ � Automatic adjustment of the sensitivity level of participants microphones (AGC).

џ � High safety level: all connections are protected and cyphered according to 

protocols TLS and SRTP.

џ � There is built-in mechanism of content capture, for example, desktop.

џ � Possibility to implement any control interface on the basis of HTML5 and 

JavaScript.

џ � Possibility to integrate interface with any back-end systems using WebSockets.

џ � Project with open source code — it's possible to introduce it into your product or 

service.

џ � Real cross-platform capability: one and the same WebRTC application will 

operate with equal efficiency on any operating system, desktop or mobile, under 

condition that the browser supports WebRTC. This saves resources significantly for 

software development.



Disadvantages of standard

џ  Video Conference server is required to arrange group audio and video 

conferences that would mix video and sound from participant, i.e. the browser is not 

able to synchronize several incoming streams among each other.

џ  All WebRTC solutions are not compatible among each other as the standard 

describes only methods to transfer video and sound, leaving aside implementation 

of the ways to address subscribers, tracking their availability, exchange of messages 

and files.
 
џ  In other words, you will not be able to make a call from WebRTC application of 

one developer to WebRTC application of another developer.
 
џ  Mixing of group video conferences requires large computing resources, that is 

why such type of video connection required purchase of paid subscription or 

investment you're your own infrastructure where 1 physical core of up-to-date 

processor is required for each conference.

WebRTC – breakthrough web-technology

WebRTC technology has made strong impact upon market development. When the 

first browsers with WebRTC support emerged in 2013 the potential number of terminals 

for video conference communication all over the world increased instantaneously by 1 

billion devices. Essentially each browser became a terminal which is not worth than its 

hardware brethren from the point of view of communication quality.



Usage in specialized solutions

Using various JavaScript libraries and API of cloud services with WebRTC support 

allows to add video and audio communication support into any web-projects. 

Previously for data transfer in real time the developers had to study principles of 

protocols operation and to use experience of other companies that most often 

required additional licensing leading to increase in expenses. Even now WebRTC is 

used actively in services like “Call from site”, “Online chat of support”, etc.

To ex-users of Skype for Linux

In 2014 Microsoft announced that Skype for Linux will no longer be supported. It 

caused much irritation among IT-specialists. WebRTC technology is not linked to 

operating system, it is implemented on browser level, i.e. Linux users will be able to 

see a full-fledged Skype replacement in the products and services based on WebRTC.

Competition with Flash

WebRTC and HTML5 became a fatal blow for Flash technology that was already 

experiencing some hard times. Since 2017 the leading browsers have stopped to 

support Flash officially and the technology has completely disappeared from the 

market. But Flash should be given a credit, because it was Flash which created a 

market of web-conferences and offered technical opportunities for live communication 

in the browsers.



Codecs in WebRTC

Audio codecs

Opus and G.711 codecs are used to compress audio traffic in WebRTC.

G.711 — the oldest voice codec with high bitrate (64 kbps) that is used in conventional 

telephony systems most often. The main advantage is minimum computing load due to 

using light compression algorithms. The coded is distinguished by low compression 

level of voice signals and does not impose additional delay of sound during 

communication between users.

G.711 is supported by large number of devices. Systems where this code is used are 

easier to use than those based upon other audio codecs (G.723, G.726, G.728, etc.). By 

quality G.711 received 4.2 rating in MOS testing (rating within the limits 4-5 is the highest 

and means good quality which is the same as the quality of voice traffic transfer in ISDN 

and even higher).

Opus is a codec with low delay of coding (from 2.5 ms to 60 ms), support of variable 

bitrate and high compression level. It is ideally suited to transfer stream audio signal in 

the networks with variable throughput capacity. Opus is a hybrid solution that combines 

the best characteristics of SILK codecs (compression of voice, elimination of deviations 

of human speech) and CELT (coding of audio data). The codec is in free access and the 

developers who use don't need to pay the copyright holders. In comparison with other 

audio codecs Opus is undoubtedly better by many parameters. It outmatched quite 

popular codecs with low bitrates such as MP3, Vorbis, AAC LC.

 Opus restores “image” of sound that is much closer to the original

 than AMR-WB and Speex.

The future is bright for this codec, that is why creators of WebRTC technology

 included it into the mandatory list of supported audio standards.



Video codecs

Issues of selecting video codec for WebRTC took several years for the developers to 

solve, as a result they decided to use H.264 and VP8. Almost all modern browsers 

support both codecs. For work with WebRTC it is enough for servers of video 

conferences to support only one.

VP8 is a free video codec with open license. It is distinguished by high speed of 

decoding video stream and enhanced resistance to frames loss. The codec is universal, 

it can be easily introduced into hardware platforms, that is why developers of video 

conference systems use it in their products very often.

Paid video codec H.264 has become known much earlier than its brethren. It is a codec 

with high degree of video stream compression while keeping high video quality. High 

popularity of this codec among hardware systems of video conference suggests its 

usage in WebRTC standard.

The companies Google and Mozilla actively promote codec VP8, and Microsoft, Apple 

and Cisco — H.264 (to ensure compatibility with conventional video conference 

systems). 



WebRTC API

Audio codecs

WebRTC technology is based upon three main API:

џ  MediaStream (responsible for accepting audio and video signal by the web-

browser from cameras or from user's desktop).
 
џ  RTCPeerConnection (responsible for connection between browsers for 

“exchange” of media data received from camera, microphone and desktop. Also the 

“duties” of this API include signal processing (its purging from external noises, 

adjustment of microphone volume level) and contrl over the used audio and video 

codecs).
 
џ  RTCData Channel (ensures two-way data transfer via the established 

connection).

   MediaStream Prior to receiving access to user's microphone and camera the browser 

request for permission to do this. In Google Chrome it is possible to set the access in 

advance in the “Settings” section, in Opera and Firefox selection of devices is done 

directly at the moment when access is received from the drop down list. The request 

for permission will always appear when HTTP protocol is used and will appear once if 

HTTPS is used:



RTCPeerConnection

Each browser that participates in WebRTC conference must have access to this 

object. Due to using RTCPeerConnection media data from one browser to another 

can pass even through NAT and network screens. For successful transfer of media 

streams the participants must exchange the following data with the help of 

transport, for instance, web-sockets:

џ  the initiating participant sends Offer-SDP to the second participant (structure of 

data with characteristics of media stream which it will transfer);

џ  the second participant formulates a “response” — Answer-SDP and sends it to 

the initiator;

џ  then exchange of ICE-candidates is arranged between the participants if they 

are found (if the participants are located beyond NAT or network screens).

After successful completion of this exchange transfer of media streams (audio and 

video) is arranged directly between participants.

RTCData Channel. Support of Data Channel protocol has appeared in browsers 

relatively recently, therefore this API can be considered exclusively in cases of 

using WebRTC in the browsers Mozilla Firefox 22+ and Google Chrome 26+. The 

participants can exchange text messages in the browser with its help.



Connection via WebRTC

Since 12th September 2017 ALL desktop and mobile browsers are supported:

џ  Google Chrome (17+).
џ  Mozilla FireFox (18+).
џ  Opera (18+).
џ  Safari
 
Supported mobile browsers:

џ  Google Chrome (28+);
џ  Mozilla Firefox (24+);
џ  Opera Mobile (12+).
џ  Safari (oct 2017)



WebRTC, Microsoft and Internet Explorer

Microsoft has been silent for a very long time concerning WebRTC support in Internet 

Explorer and in its new Edge browser. The guys from Redmond don't like it a lot to give 

away technologies to users which they don't control, such is their policy. But gradually 

things got rolling as it was impossible to ignore WebRTC any longer and the ORTC 

project was announced that was a derivative of WebRTC standard.

According to the developers ORTC is an expansion of WebRTC standard with enhanced 

set of API on the basis of JavaScript and HTML5. Translated into common language it 

means that everything will be the same, but the standard and its development will be 

controlled by Microsoft and not Google. The set of codecs was expanded with the 

support of H.264 and some audio codecs of G.7ХХ series used in telephony and 

hardware video conference systems. Probably a built-in RDP support will appear (for 

content transfer) as well as messages exchange. By the way, Internet Explorer users 

were unlucky, only Edge will have ORTC support. And, naturally, such set of protocols 

and codecs with little effort can be coupled with Skype for Business. This opens even 

more business applications for WebRTC.



At the end of September 2017 Apple produced an important update of iOS 11 operating 

system for iPhone and iPad. In this update the new browser Safari 11 was presented for 

the first time with support of WebRTC technology – audio and video communications in 

real time. Previously Safari browser had no access to camera and microphone and 

could not broadcast live video streams. The situation changed drastically after release 

of iOS 11 and millions of iPhone and iPad devices on the basis of iOS received a browser 

in which video chats, broadcasts and Internet-calls became operational without 

installation of additional software - all thanks to WebRTC technology.

WebRTC, Apple



2.6 IPFS

The objective of IPFS project is to counteract censorship of any type, enhancing free 

access to information for citizens of the entire world. Advocates of this project strongly 

resist censorship of history, news, free thoughts. Free access to any information is a vital 

necessity of modern man, free society and prospering culture. 

Advantages of IPFS: It is more difficult to attack content in IPFS network, it is 

cryptographically verified (and protected from fraud). In case if one gate is blocked any 

other can be used, IPFS does not need DNS system, IPFS sites do not rely on 

certification centers and therefore there is no threat of fraudulent certificates - the 

content is confirmed cryptographically, just like blockchain. Content between nodes 

can be transferred on any media.



IPFS is a peer-to-peer distributed file system which unites all computing devices with a 

single file system. In some respect IPFS is similar to world-wide web. IPFS can be 

represented as a single BitTorrent swarm that exchange files of single Git repository. In 

other words, IPFS provides a content-addressed model of block storage with content-

addressed hyperlinks and high throughput capacity. This forms a generalized tree-like 

directed graph. IPFS combines a distributed hash table, decentralized blocks exchange 

as well as self-certifying name space. At the same time IPFS does not have fault points 

and the nodes must not trust each other.

Access to file system can be received in various ways: via FUSE and over HTTP. Local 

file can be added into IPFS file system that makes it accessible for the entire world. Files 

are identified by their hashes. They are distributed via protocol based upon BitTorrent 

protocol. Users looking through content help to deliver the content to other users of the 

network. 

By its nature IPFS is very similar to blockchain, it is not surprising that many applications 

on blockchain use IPFS by introducing static multihashes with IPFS addresses into 

transactions. Interesting. 



3. Project objectives

Ra-di-o is designated for complete decentralization of broadcasters community. Two 

main elements exist to achieve this purpose: IPFS hosting network and transactions 

based upon "intelligent" contracts on block chain. 

Together they represent a decentralized backbone of Ra-di-o.com. Uncontrolled users 

web application which connects to the primary network will be initially implemented in 

the conventional web architecture with the purpose of lowering barriers on the way of 

accepting and accelerating growth.

Payments, remunerations and transactions processing through smart contacts create 

basis for all interactions on the platform, micro-payments, remunerations of authors, 

access to limited content, etc. It possesses all internal features of block systems such 

as inchangeability and transparency. 

Decentralized hosting networks are also an important part of the platform. It will be 

built based on the pinnacle of revolutionary peering technologies - IPFS. A network of 

IPFS and Ra-di-o.com nodes presents an opportunity that everyone can join to use 

decentralization, speed and convenience of the project!

Besides, decentralized architecture ensures natural anti-fragility of the system. 

Censorship is decentralized, stable and it is much harder to put off using intrusion from 

corrupted governments or attacks of malicious hackers.



4. Economic justification of the project cost-effectiveness 

4.1 Models of project monetization

In this section we offer three models which respect confidentiality of users, do not 

require intermediaries and promote creation of positive, self-organizing communities.

The main business model that lies in the basis of our project is freemium.

Basic services such as possibility of broadcasting, start package of decentralized 

memory for audio and video recording, chat, music are free.

Premium services are as follows:

џ   Statistics, analytics of listenings (user can receive data about what time he is 

more listened to, age and geography of audience, failure time, etc.)

џ  Promotion inside project.

џ  Private channel (the supplier of content can offer paid group and private airs, 

private consultations and professional skills)

џ  Some authors can create special content for their most devoted fans. The 

predicate of access is sufficient and repetitive payment by the internal currency of 

the project.

џ  Also we have envisaged such service as booking of open hours from the 

broadcaster who provides service of private informing at the rate he uses to evaluate 

one hour of his own time.

The status of broadcaster will be divided into several categories
 of increasing value.

Upon reaching of the same the broadcaster will receive his remuneration in relation to 

the number of subscribers, created content and its popularity.



4.2 Investment attractiveness

The very concept of the radio is clear even for the child. We don't discover anything 

new; people who know what is radio are millions across the entire world. Our audience 

is already prepared for the product.

At first stage only after implementation of WebRTC technology with the possibility for 

everyone to create his own radio broadcast we planned to attract more than 1 million 

participants to test loads and for continuous operation of the project. 

We plan that during the first year the project audience across the world will make more 

than 100 million people.

Our plans are ambitious, after completing the development of application for the 

phones and computers we plan to contact large automobile concerns with the 

purpose of installing radio application on default during car production.

RDO is a token used by us to attract primary investments.

RDOR is a token that will circulate inside the project as payment instrument.

2 smart contracts will be created for the project: RDO and RDOR



4.3 Using Tokens and their subsequent 

The following 2 scenarios are possible for the investor:

џ   exchange of tokens in the project with 25% discount to buy internal services.

џ purchase of tokens for the amount of undistributed profit. In 2019 15% of 

undistributed profit for 2018 will be used to purchase tokens. At the market 

minimum forecast cost of token in 2019 of 0.2$ for each token 2 000 000 TOKENS 

will be purchased.

Accordingly, 1000$ of initial investments will be purchased with profit of 200% + bonus 

tokens.

The minimum average growth of token price is 40-60% annually. Accordingly, with 

each year of possession ICO participant can get minimum 50% increase in price of 

each token held.

RDOR token that we created will be used in the project for internal services and as 

internal currency of the project. It will be possible to purchase it in the personal 

account at 1:1 ratio to RDO token. As we keep 45% of all issued RDO tokens for 

exchange to RDOR we plan to increase capitalization of our company and the token 

price at the stock exchange.

The increase in the token price is ensured by our deliberate actions to increase the 

audience of the project and its development.

One month prior to starting procedure of tokens purchase this procedure will be 

announced in the personal account of the user.



4.4 Scenario of the development of demand for RDO 

The demand for token will be formed on the basis of the following factors: RDO tokens 

purchase from the investors and RDOR tokens sales among users of the project.

In relation to the scenario of ICO implementation it is possible to calculate the amount 

of ready demand for the token.

The calculation is done on the basis of average price 50$ for 1 paid service in our project.

It is described in our table that the more users are attracted in the project the higher 

will be the price for the token and the amount of purchase from the investors. Data are 

calculated without considering the issue of new services for the users and enormous 

popularity of crypto currency in the market.

Scenario Number of
people in the 
project

Token cost % of people 
using paid 
services

Profit Amount of
token
purchased

1 1 mln 0.1 1% 500 000 10 000 $

2 5 mln 0.2 3% 6 mln
250 T

360 000 $

3 10 mln 0.3 5% 25 mln 2.5 mln $



4.5 FINANCES

Most part of funds will be spent to improving the product, implementation of 

technologies, monetization instruments for each user and introduction of internal 

currency in the project. Content legalization and its legal support also makes for most 

part of expenses.
Below is the table of expenses for 1, 5, 10 mln of active users by years which are 

presented in the top of the table.
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5. Issue of tokens and distribution mechanism 

Parameters of RDO token

џ  Token name: RDO
џ  Token symbol: RDO
џ  Maximum number of tokens: 1 000 000 000 RDO
џ  Token standard: ERC20 

RDO tokens can be transferred freely between participant by using Ethereum network 

addresses. Also the tokens can be transferred to the accounts of stock exchanges and 

back after token support is added for the stock exchanges. 

Parameters of RDOR token

џ  Token name: RDO
џ  Token symbol: RDOR
џ � Maximum number of tokens: 450 000 000 RDO
џ � Token standard: ERC20 

RDOR tokens are internal currency of the project using which the users will purchase 

paid services and interact inside the project.

5.1 ICO – Initial Contribution Offering



Parameters and terms of holding Pre ICO

The initial issue of tokens is done using smart contract on the basis of blockchain 

platform Ethereum. Address of smart-contract for distribution of RDO tokens will be 

published prior to holding token sale. 

Distribution of tokens is divided into 5 periods.

Cost of tokens in each period is shown in the table below.



5.2 Bonus periods of Pre ICO

*Eth - according to market price
*RDO - price of token 0.1$



5.3 How to get distribution tokens 

There is the following set of opportunities to get RDO tokens: 

RDO purchase at token sale; 

RDO purchase at the stock exchange; 

Social activity within the framework of the platform Ra-di-o.com (writing articles, active 

discussion and evaluation of materials, performance of assignments); 

Active participation in the development, testing and advance of the platform Ra-di-

o.com (award from bounty fund); 



5.3.1 Receiving RDO 

It is recommended to use interface for tokens distribution at site Ra-di-o.com to get 

RDO

Procedure of getting RDO token: 
It is required to send minimum 1 ETH and more to the address of smart contract. This 

can be done via interface for tokens distribution or by direct transfer. In this case you 

become a participant of the current token sale period. 

When ETH is received at smart-contract, tokens will be automatically credited to the 

address used to perform the transaction. 



6. Parameters and terms of holding Pre ICO and ICO

6.1 Pre ICO

ICO



6.2 Performance mechanism

Pre ICO Ra-di-o.com will be held at the platform Ra-di-o Token Distribution located at 

the address https://ra-di-o.com

In general view the process of getting RDO tokens looks as follows: 
A participant of Pre ICO must determine the stage of participation and the number of 

ETH he is ready to exchange for RDO tokens. 

ICO participant sends certain number of ETH to smart-contract ICO. 
The smart contract automatically distributes tokens among the participants of the 

current stage according to the cost of token set at the current stage. 
After all tokens are received the ICO participant can use them at his disposal. 





7. Distribution of bounty fund



8. Roadmap

1. 2015 – Idea and development of the new radio concept, registration of ra-di-o.com 
domain

2. 2017 – Development of Alpha version

3. 1st quarter 2018 – Preparation for holding the program for funds accumulation in 
crypto currency

4. 1st quarter 2018 – 1st round of PreICO

5. 2nd quarter 2018 – Legal arrangement of the company. RDOR development 

6. 3rd quarter 2018 – connection of webRTC, testing and promotion of the project – 
beta version of the project 

7. 4th quarter 2018 - Connection of decentralized IPFS storage IPFS. Holding of ICO.

8. 4th quarter 2018 – Connection of supplementary services for the project 
monetization, introduction of token into the project, purchase, exchange, sale.

9. 1-2 quarters 2019 – marketing campaign for the project promotion, issue of the 
public version of the project 
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9. Risks related to ICO

Despite numerous advantages that modern technologies offer in communication and 

its high significance for connections between people which are popular today there is a 

number of problems. Legalization of audio stream broadcasting, censorship, 

copyrights.

Our project uses decentralized data storage that allows avoiding these problems. 

The present document is designated for reference only and is not an offer or 

application for token purchase.

Tokens ownership does not grant the rights of supervision or interference into the 

project.

TOKENS ownership does not confer to their owner the right of ownership in the 

company.

Herewith opinions and feedbacks of the community may be considered by us.

Tokens do not confer the right to participate in the decision-making or in any direction 

of business development.

RDO tokens can be used to purchase services in the project at special price and for 

participation in the loyalty program.

By purchasing the tokens you confirm that you have read and accepted the terms.

By purchasing the tokens you confirm that you have read and accepted the 

confidentiality appendix.



9.1 Lack of guarantees that income or profit will be received

We are interested to achieve all objectives described in this document, but all investors 

who participate in tokens purchase are doing it at their own. In case of unforeseen 

circumstances objectives described in the present document can be changed without 

prior approval of the holders.

All calculations used in this document can be adjusted at any time in relation to the 

market situation. They are not guarantee that marketing results will be achieved. Token 

ownership does not confer the right upon its owner to own the company's property.



9.2 Legislation for different countries

Only persons who are aware of risks are allowed to participate in the project. Besides, 

certain categories of persons are excluded from the scope of the project, including 

customers from a number of countries where legislative restrictions have already been 

introduced. Technologies related to blockchain and digital tokens are subject to 

monitoring and control by various regulatory authorities in the entire world. It is 

possible that tokens can get under queries, actions or restrictions from their side that 

can limit functionality or tokens purchase in the future.



9.3 Risk of funds loss

Funds accumulated in the ICO process are not insured. In case of loss or depreciation 

the project has no private or state insurance agent that a buyer can apply to.

9.5 Failure risk

You agree that ra-di-o.com does not bear responsibility for using or non-using the 

tokens by you. At the moment of release TOKENS will be sent to you with no 

guarantees (including guarantee of commercial value), without violating anybody's 

rights of intellectual property.

9.4 Emerging risks of technologies usage

Crypto tokens are quite new and relatively unchecked technology. In addition to risks 

mentioned in this document it is possible that new risks will emerge which our project 

team is unable to foresee.

These risks can manifest themselves in other forms apart from those indicated herein.



9.6 Fraud risk

Tokens of the project are not offered and not distributed. Also they cannot be resold or 

otherwise alienated to individuals and legal entities residing or registered in the United 

States of America (including all the States and the District of Columbia), Puerto Rico, 

Island states as well as in countries or territories where operations with crypto 

currencies are forbidden or restricted in any way whatsoever. 

If such person purchases RDO tokens his actions will be treated as illegal, unauthorized 

and fraudulent leading to negative consequences.



10. Project team
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Co-Founder. An experienced professional in the financial 
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Gorbanyov Ivan

Co-Founder & CEO. An entrepreneur, director, teacher, 

owner of several businesses, a blockchain activist, has more 

than 10 years of experience in the field of IT 

communications.

Khalitov Danil

Entrepreneur. Great experience of launching startups. 

Consulting in the field of business processes. Investment 
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Kuklina Alexandra 

Lead designer. Specialist of decorative arts and design. 

Took part in many art festivals and projects, Japan Cup 

award. Regular participating in exhibitions, successful in 

project management, graduated art teacher.

Ermakov Anton

Designer. Professional with 6 years of product design 

experience. Expertise areas are adaptive web and mobile 

interfaces, design, prototyping.

Buhanov Dmitryi 

Community manager. Dedicated computer information 

systems graduate. Strong background in social

 network and IT industry. Junior front-end developer.



Nevzorov Artem

APP DEVELOPER. Master in computer science. Mobile App 

Developer, Web Developer, Java, Blockchain Developer

Korsakov Dmitriy

Marketing & PR. Entrepreneur, director, owner of the 

company KADK Group. Great experience in promoting 

companies on the Internet.
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